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Abstract:

The design of safety systems depends mostly on the results from computer code

calculations. The trend to use more and more realistic code models and realistic

initial and boundary conditions result^ in a need for an assessment pf related

uncertainties.

Uncertainties are discussed for the plant itself the model develppment and code

validation and the user. It is pointed out that sensitivity analyses are mandatory.

Four proposals are given for future actions.
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Uncertainties of the Results of Accident Simulation

The design of safety systems depends mostly on the results from computer code calculations.

Usually Design Basis Accidents are specified? with computer code calculations and

assumptions for initial and boundary conditions and system availability it has to be shown that

conservatively specified upper limits for some variables are not exceeded. For Severe

Accidents - which are not Design Basis Accidents - calculations with - to the extend possible -

realistic models and assumptions the threat to containment integrity and a possible release of

radioactive products are calculated with computer codes.

It is logic to analyse if codes with realistic models and assumptions for Design Basis Accidents

could be used; this is also necessary because the codes are validated against experiments which

are ,,realistic". Then, the possible range of the uncertainty of the results have to be analysed.

From experience we know that codes cannot be applied to all reactor designs, e.g. for

Germany I would require that codes should be applicable for German PWR and BWR, the

main French designs, EPR and SWR 1000 and with second priority AP 600, SBWR, WWER

and RBMK. It is evident that related test facilities have to be modelled with the codes applied

to reactors.

In a second step the different sequences, loads etc. have to be listed. As an example the

requirements for a PWR containment are listed below:

Design Basis Accidents: Transients, small break LOCA, opening of pressurizer valves, large

breakLOCA, ATWS

Requested: integral pressure / integral and local temperatures / pressure differences

(structures, walls) / heat exchange with structures and penetrations / ventilation

system / injection and decay heat removal systems / leakages to the

compartments outside the containment / condensation on cold structures or a

water pool (EPR) / spray systems / plate condensers in the atmosphere / heat
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exchangers in water pools / cable fires / venting systems / integral and local

hydrogen concentrations / recombiners (thermal, catalytic) / etc.

Sequences with core melts: In addition to DBA's the V-sequence and the RPV failure

Requested: integral pressure / local and integral temperatures / heat exchange with

structures and penetrations / local concentrations of H2, O2, CO, steam / DCH

effects / aerosol distribution including superimposed H2 burns / melt-concrete-

interaction (penetration, gas and aerosol release) / integral and local hydrogen

bums (deflagration, DDT, detonation) / post inerting / igniters/ recombiners /

venting system with filter / outside spray on steel containments / AM measures /

core catcher / outside cooling of RPV / etc.

In fig. 1 the different components related to a simulation and which can contain uncertainties

are shown. They will be discussed below in some detail.
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1) Plant

Plant data with uncertainties are e.g.

volumes (uncertainties in the range of a few percent)

structures and its materials (< 5 -10%)

capabilities of existing systems (e.g. injection system 0 to + 10%; this is due to

the specifications for the transformer, motor, pump etc. In reality they are

better than specified)

pressures for opening S/R-valves ( ± 0,5 bar)

Initial and boundary conditions, e.g.

Power (< 3 %, due to control systems)

Availability of safety systems (very difficult to asses if only part of time in

operation or failure to operate)

Accident sequence, e.g.

operator actions before, during or after the accident may influence sequence

(AM measures)

stochastic events will influence the sequence (e.g. location and break size in

case of a RPV failure or local hydrogen burns)

In conclusion:

Uncertainties of plant data can be identified and its influence on the final results

evaluated with sensitivity studies. This is also the procedure for varying initial and

boundary conditions and some stochastic effects. The most difficult task are operator

actions. A series of calculation may show its influence.

2) The User

He can

use wrong data

select the wrong option

Wrong data can sometimes be avoided through an automatic data check (e.g. volumes,

elevations, etc.)

A non-optimal nodalisation leads sometimes to big uncertainties.
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Some experts assess that the user may contribute up to 50 percent to the overall .

uncertainty.

In conclusion:

, Automatic data checks, a detailed manual including recommendations for nodalizations

should be

mandatory for a code or code system.

3) Model-Development

The model development is, firstly, dependant on a thorough theory and, secondly, on

good experimental data. An example for a thorough theory are the different models for

2-phase-flows. On the other hand the bubbble collaps in Pressure Suppression Systems

is only based on questionable hypotheses.

From CSNI experimental data are collected, assessed and possibly selected for the

separate-effect or integral test matrices.

Experimental data also show some scatter (e.g. in CCTF tests with some of the 2000

rods instrumented with thermocouples the temperatures at the same elevation and

power density scatter by ± 50 K).

Experimental data could be ,,wrong", e.g.

- the first chugging tests for BWR Pressure Suppression Systems (a filter cut the

pressure pulses)

the core mass flow for the first LOFT tests (a venturi orifice had a wrong

temperature correction)

the steam flow in one of the HDR tests (wrong calibration of a pressure

differential gauge)

In conclusion:

In my assessment 80 - 90 % of all thermal hydraulic data are existing. In the future the

distribution function of scattered data should be identified.
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4) Validation

As a consequence of scattering data and simplified modelling differences between

calculations and data will exist.

In conclusion:

The integral and separate-effects-test matrices are good bases for the validation

process.

5) Numerics

Numerical solutions contain very often small uncertainties resulting from the method

itself, the used limit and the accuracy of the computer.

In conclusion:

Numerical solution methods have to be tested with great care. To the extend possible

self-controlling methods should be introduced. The new generation with massive

parallel computers will require new numerical solutions.

6) Computers

It has been identified that the type of computer or its compiler has resulted in mayor

deviations from the ,,real" solution (e.g. mass conversation).

In conclusion:

The code developer has to provide the user with several tests to allow a counter-check.

7) Sensitivity Studies

Because not all input data are exactly known sensivity studies are necessary to assess

the influence of deriations.

Modern methods do allow a limited number of runs (about 50) for about 10 variables;

the results will then be combined in a ,,Surface-Response-Area".

In conclusion:

Sensitivity studies are mandatory to allow an assessment of the influence of deviations.
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8) Limits

The existing upper limits e.g. for the core

cladding temperatures < 1200°C

cladding oxidation < 17 %

core damage < 10 %

with conservative initial and boundary conditions and conservative models are not

furthermore appropriate upper limits if realistic data and models are used.

My proposal no. 1: The physical upper limits should be specified related to the probability of

occurance

e.g. for frequent transients the Critical Heat Flux should not be exceeded

also in case of single-failure-criteria

e.g. for the Large-Break-LOCA the core damage should not exceed 10

%; the single-failure-criterion must not be applied

e.g. for sequences with core melt the containment has to stay intact

(with no safety margin).

Problems may arise from low- or zero power situations.

My proposal no. 2: With sensitivity studies the ,,allowed" upper limits should be identified

e.g. the CHF is influenced by mass flow deviations, rod to rod distances,

local power density, etc. For this variables the distributions have to

evaluated and used in sensitivity studies

eg . the accuracy of calculated core temperatures in LOCA's are

influenced by power densities, availability of systems, break location,

deviatons between calculations and experimental data, scattering of data,

etc. Also for this variables the distributions have to be evaluated and

used in sensitivity studies.

My proposal no. 3: The code developer has to provide a detail manual, recommendations for

nodalisations, recommendations for options (if any) and several test

calculations.

My proposal no.4: If the calcultions are used for licensing purposes the user has to

demonstrate his ability to perform confident results.
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